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The application relates to No.106 Salamanca Place, a selfcontained, semidetached
residential property with flat roofed detached brick built double garage, one part of which is
strata titled and owned by No.104 Salamanca Place and is located within the front garden
space of No.106, forward and the left of the properties front façade.
The building is one of a group of four purpose built cottages of the same design built during the
1890’s by the then Hobart Marine Board specifically for the use by Boatsmen. All four of the
cottages were listed in 1985 by the National Trust given their historically significant association
with the Port of Hobart and each has been the subject of addition and extension to the lower
ground floor level to various degrees and in various architectural styles.
The proposal seeks minor works of demolition to the detached garage to facilitate the erection
of a new storey to the garage in the form of a zinc clad gabled addition accessed via an
external staircase close to the roadside of the properties side garden. The additional storey
would be set back from the front elevation of the garage, which would be fitted with a
balustrade to create an area of roof terracing. The rear part of the proposal would be partially
supported by a new wall and partially by way of a cantilever over the rear garden. Windows
would be limited to a single band of glazing panels roughly dividing the structure into two, and a
number of rear facing windows. The building height would extend to 7.49m when measured
from the front boundary, although it is noted that due to the fall of the rear of the site, this would
increase relative to the fall of the ground, and the proposal would sit hard against the side
boundary of the site.
Internally, the proposal would provide double bed accommodation with kitchen, bathroom,
laundry and dining/lounge room and thus capable of independent occupation.
The site is individually listed in Schedule 1 of the Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme 1997
(SCPS), as is its immediate neighbour at No.104, the remaining cottages within the group and
1921 Castray Esplanade, one of the Ordinance Stores, which backs onto the rear of the site.
The area also immediate overlooks Princes Park. The proposed works to No.100 must
therefore be assessed against Schedule 1 of the Plan.
With regard to Heritage Issues, Schedule 1 requires;
22.2 Objectives

To ensure that the recognisable historic character of Sullivans Cove is not
compromised by new development which overwhelms the places of cultural significance,

or, by new development which reduces the apparent authenticity of the historic places by
mimicking historic forms.

To encourage new development to be recognisable as new, but not individually
prominent. Such development must reflect a “good neighbour” relationship to places of
identified cultural value.
22.4.5 goes on to state in part that 

‘The following criteria must be taken into consideration in the assessment of all
proposals to undertake ‘building or works’ on places of cultural significance:
‘Building or works’ must complement and contribute to the cultural significance,
character and appearance of the place and its setting;
‘The location, bulk and appearance of ‘building or works’ must not adversely affect the
heritage values of any place of cultural significance;
‘Building or works’ must not reduce the apparent authenticity of places of cultural
significance by mimicking historic forms;
‘Building or works’ may be recognisable as new but must not be individually
prominent;
Demolition works
The proposed demolition work would be limited to the roofing material of the garage structure
and a short section of external wall which forms a narrow storage shed located directly behind
the garage.
All demolition works are discretionary under the SCPS. The garage in both form and materials
would appear to date from the second half of the 20th century and is of only marginal historical
interest by virtue of it representing the development of the residential use of the cottage. The
degree of demolition is limited and would have no discernible impact upon the cultural
significance of the wider site.
Proposed Extension
With regard to the proposed extension, the site should be viewed within the context of the row
of four semidetached cottages of which it forms part. The cottages, including the site, have all
been subject to alteration and extension to some degree through a range of extensions to the
rear. However, the form (including roof form), silhouette, facade, massing, materials and
detailing such as chimneys, verandas and windows of the cottages, both individually and as a
group, are all notably intact when viewed from the principal public spaces of Salamanca Place
and Princes Park. The flat roofed garages appear to have been added to the row during the
second half of the twenty century at both ends of the short group. These garages stand forward
of the front building line, facing directly onto the street so as to essentially act as bookends to
the row of cottages. The garage previously attached to 100 Salamanca Place has been
extended to the rear at a lower level and a low roof form applied to create independent
residential accommodation. However, it is considered that despite these additions, from the
public realm, both garages have retained a simplified built form, the massing of which still sits
below the eaves of the cottages. Importantly, the garage at No.106 has a limited depth, so that
when viewing the side elevation of the property from the western parts of this section of
Salamanca Place, the return is largely unobscured, allowing clear views of its depth, original

side windows, roof form, chimneys and eaves line. It is therefore considered that both of the
above factors allow each of these otherwise unfortunate later garage addition to still play a
subservient role within the immediate streetscape.
It is therefore considered that No.106 Salamanca Place is a well maintained cottage whose
extensions to the rear have not had a negative impact upon the buildings original form or its
ability to clearly read as a late Victorian cottage. Whilst modest, the cottage has retained most
of its original detailing and is consistent with the other three cottages within the group. Its
former role as accommodation for ‘Boatsmen’ employed by the Port of Hobart provides it with
additional cultural significance. The low number of similar workers cottages within this part of
the Cove is testament as to the origins of the accommodation, its integral and historical links to
the Port of Hobart and its cultural role in the development of the city and wider State.
As previously stated, the following criteria must be taken into consideration in the assessment
of all proposals to undertake ‘building or works’ to places of cultural significance:
‘Building or works’ must complement and contribute to the cultural significance, character
and appearance of the place and its setting;
With regard to the above, it is noted that the Macquarie Concise Dictionary defines the word
‘complement’ as ‘something that completes or makes perfect’ or to ‘fulfil’. ‘Contribute’ is
defined as ‘to give in common with others; or to give to a common stock or for a common
purpose’.
Taking the first of these, it is considered that the definition of the word ‘complement’, requires
proposed development to make whole or complete existing cultural heritage places in the
event that it currently does not possess completeness. It is accepted that this places a high
requirement on development within the Cove. However, it is noted that in a recent Appeal
Decision relating to proposals within the Cove (74/16P James Richard Gandy v Hobart City
Council and Tasmanian Heritage 2016), The Planning Tribunal accepted and adopted this
notion of ‘complement’ as to mean “completeness”, stating that it’s reasonable to take the
position that the intension of the Planning Scheme is to allow development only where
‘completeness’ occurs and where there is a clear contribution to the intrinsic cultural heritages
values of the place and its setting, essentially by way conserving or restoring a heritage place.
They state:
‘38.
The Tribunal uses the notion of ‘completeness’ as a concept synonymous with
“complement’, to convey the idea that the works will make whole or complete the
place. By way of example which is apposite in this context, work to restore the roof
through the removal of the existing terrace might be work which achieves those
results…
The idea of doing that work to bring balance back to the overall structure sits with the
concept of complementing and contributing to the cultural significance, character and
appearance of the place because it restores a part of it.’
It goes on,
’39. It is harder to make the case in circumstances where, for example, it is
proposed to add some adornment to a part of the public face of a building. Arguably,
such work does not bring balance, nor does it contribute by bringing completeness or
adding something to each of the elements identified.’
In relation to the above, it is considered that the proposed extension is not an act of restoration,
nor would it provide the cottage with a sense of completeness. Notwithstanding the merits or
otherwise of the design of the proposed extension, the development does not seek to replicate

previously removed culturally significant elements of this place or its setting. Further, with
regard to the term ‘Contribute’, it is also considered that the proposal does not seek to
replicate existing culturally significant features elsewhere within the row of cottages.
Importantly, there is no historical precedent for above garage structures of this type, either as
later additions or as purpose built structures. Indeed, there is no history of structures of this
type, be it for residential or uses associated with the Port, in any form.
As such, it is therefore considered that the proposal would fail to complement or contribute to
the cultural significance, character and appearance of the place and its setting.
Turning to the issue of prominence, as previously stated, 22.4.5 states that the
‘Building or works’ may be recognisable as new but must not be individually prominent’
From the submitted plans, elevations and photomontages submitted in support of the proposal,
it is clear that the development would significantly increase the height and overall bulk of the
existing flat roofed garage, effectively creating a two storey structure within a row of single
storey cottages. The proposed extension would be visible from Princes Park, and from the
roadside, both in the immediate and from longer views. As part of the supporting
documentation submitted with the application, a Heritage Impact Statement and a separate
Design statement has been prepared by Paul Davies Pty Ltd. Mr Davies does not directly
address the issue of prominence, but rather makes comments on the issue of dominance in
relation to views in which the cottage is experienced.
In page 2 of his Design Statement, he writes:
‘The concept of visual domination is not easy to define. One observer may find any
new element added near a listed building visually dominant where another may not
even notice a new built form. This is not a question of whether something can be
seen, rather it is a consideration of how is something seen in relation to a heritage
place, does the new element confuse the understanding of heritage values and are
the key ways of seeing the place affected.’
He states that the primary visual impact would occur when looking east towards at the property
from Salamanca Place. At Page 14 of his submission he states:
“The street view within Salamanca Place looking east towards the garages and
cottages is not an identified or particular view that requires retention or protection.
The view is framed by contemporary buildings, terminates with a vehicle turning
circle, contains trees and includes the end wall of the garaging with part of the roof
form of the cottages beyond. The addition of the first floor form above the garage will
partially obscure the view to the western face of the cottage roof but this is not a
significant or important view.”
Again, drawing upon the views expressed by The Planning Tribunal in their determination of
Planning Appeal 74/16P, with regard to the criterion of 22.4.5 they state;
“4.3 In relation to Criterion 5, the evidence supports the conclusion that from some
vantage points the installation will be “particularly noticeable” and from others it will
not. This, in turn, raises the question of which views are relevant to an assessment of
the question. In that respect the Tribunal adopts its reasons in relation to the
Heritage Council’s case. That is, that the matter is to be determined by reference to
views from all places from which it is possible to appreciate the historic cultural
significance of the place…..’From those views the installation will be ‘particularly
noticeable’ (even if acceptable to some), and on that basis Criterion 5 cannot be
satisfied.’

4.4 The Tribunal considers that this Criterion does not introduce a subjective
element, but is rather a purely objective test. It manifests an intention that new work
should be identifiable as such and that it should not be particularly noticeable.
Whether it is particularly noticeable is not a question which can be answered by a
subjective assessment: the question is not “is that which is installed acceptable”.
New works which are individually prominent or particularly noticeable are not
permitted by the Scheme.”
Based on the above, it is therefore considered that the test is not whether the proposal would
be seen from a particular viewpoint based on an arbitrary ranking of importance, but rather if it
can be seen from any vantage point. Nor is the test the subjective individual merits of the
architecture. Rather, the test is whether the proposed development would be individually
prominent or, in the words of the Tribunal, ‘noticeable’.
Taking the above, it is considered that the proposed extension, by virtue of its height, bulk and
location in relation to the cottage and the wider row visually would be the principal feature seen
when approaching along Salamanca Place and would clearly therefore meet the definition of
being prominent and noticeable. Whilst adopting a form that is recognisably new, it is
considered that the proposal would fail to fully meet this criteria of 22.4.5.
Lastly, turning to the issue of impact upon heritage values, as previously stated, 22.4.5 requires
that:
‘The location, bulk and appearance of ‘building or works’ must not adversely affect the
heritage values of any place of cultural significance;
With regard to the above, it is noted that the proposed extension has adopted a largely
featureless design with hidden eaves, notable lack of fenestration to front facing gable and
utilisation of cladding more commonly associated with industrial roofing. In colouration, the
proposal has adopted a dark colour to largely match that of the roof of the cottage and the rest
of the row in which it stands. It would therefore largely read as a stylised ‘industrial’ gable roof
structure partially viewed against the roof planes of the cottages.
Whilst it is acknowledged that the existing garage was an unfortunate addition during the life of
the cottage, it does retain a degree of subservience to the cottage. In contrast, the proposal
would substantial add to its height and bulk, with the overall height and eaves line notably
exceeding that of the cottage, (not correctly shown on the photomontage which shows the
height of the structure at a lower level). In so doing, it would become the highest structure within
an otherwise balanced group which in part derives its collective strength from its uniformity of
scale.
When viewed from the west, due to its height and bulk, it would obscure large parts of the
cottages return elevation, its roof form and chimneys, as well as those of the row beyond,
removing the ability to understand and read the dimensions of the cottage. The design and
proposed cladding hints at a semiindustrial architectural expression that whilst echoing limited
elements of the working port of the Cove, would sit uncomfortably within what is a clearly
residential enclave.
Overall, the impact of the proposal would be to place the garage, visually at least, on an equal
footing with the cottage and the wider row, removing its current subservient role in favour of a
structure that takes a prominent role in setting the context in which the place of cultural
significance is viewed. It would obscure views of the cottage and introduce a semiindustrial
form into what is a clearly a residential enclave within the Cove. Given the above, it is therefore
considered that the proposal by virtue of its location, bulk and appearance, adversely affect the
heritage values of this place of cultural significance and to those of the wider terrace in which it

stands. It is therefore considered that the proposal would fail to fully meet this criteria of 22.4.5.
Conclusion
In view of the above, it is considered that the proposal would fail to complement and contribute
to the cultural significance, character and appearance of the cottage, and the wider group of
which it forms; it would adversely affect the heritage values of the cottage and its setting by
virtue of its location, bulk and appearance; and the proposal would occupy and take a form that
would be individually prominent to the cottage. The proposal would therefore fail to comply with
the criteria of 22.4.5 of the Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme and should therefore be refused.
Reasons for refusal
1. The proposed development would fail to complement and contribute to the cultural
significance, character and appearance of this place of cultural significance or its setting
contrary to 22.4.5 of the Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme 1997.
2. The proposed development, by virtue of its location, bulk, height and form would be
individually prominent to this place of cultural significance and its setting contrary to 22.4.5 of
the Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme 1997.
3. The proposed development, by virtue of its location, bulk and appearance would adversely
affect the heritage values of this place of cultural significance, its setting and those of the
cottages which make up the wider row, contrary to 22.4.5 of the Sullivans Cove Planning
Scheme 1997.
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